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could be really cool to do a japanese-to-english script, because it'd be a great

opportunity to see what we can learn from each other.
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so that people in english-speaking countries would feel like they were really in

that time and place. and to use as many unique sounds and terms from
english as possible, rather than translating every word exactly. we wanted to
maintain a conversational english feel. but the main goal was to communicate
the feel of the game. there was a lot of "right" and "wrong" in the decisions we
made, but i felt it achieved its goal in communicating the "feel" of the game. a

couple of the other things we'd done in the localization of the original tcg
games (we'd done the translation for knights of the old republic and jade
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sure the german translation was good. and actually, i think the german was

much better than the english in knights of the old republic. 5ec8ef588b
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